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NEW QUESTION: 1
A passive asset allocation strategy that involves establishing
specific targeted percentages for the various asset classes and
rebalancing only as necessary to maintain those percentages as
long as the investor's investment objectives remain unchanged
is called:
A. strategic asset allocation.

B. tactical asset allocation.
C. dynamic asset allocation.
D. interactive asset allocation.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation: A passive asset allocation strategy that involves
establishing specific target percentages for the various asset
classes and rebalancing only as necessary to maintain those
percentages as long as the investor's investment objectives
remain unchanged is called strategic asset allocation. Tactical
asset allocation is an active strategy that involves trying to
time the market to some extent. Dynamic asset allocation is
also an active strategy in which the portfolio mix is adjusted
as markets rise and fall, such that the weighting is heaviest
in those asset classes that can be expected to perform well
under the current economy. Interactive asset allocation is a
fictitious strategy.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cli/azure/role/assignment?view
=azure-cli-latest#az-role-assignment-create
https://docs.microsoft.com/ja-jp/powershell/module/azurerm.reso
urces/new-azurermroleassignment?view=azure

NEW QUESTION: 3
The cloud administrator of an enterprise organization must
integrate Cisco Prime Service Catalog and OpenStack. Which
component of Cisco Prime Services Catalog is leveraged to
accomplish the integration?
A. Administrative Portal
B. End-User Storefront
C. Heat Orchestration
D. Stack Designer
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
With respect to Table Set Controls, identify four true
statements about SetlD, TableSet Sharing, and Business Units.

(Choose four.)
A. SetlDs are used to differentiate rows of data in a table.
B. SetlD, TableSet, and TableSet Sharing are often used
synonymously.
C. By using record groups, you are limited to one SetlD per
Business Unit.
D. When accessing a control table keyed by SetlD, you can limit
your view of the table.
E. Sets of data can be shared across multiple Business Units
through TableSet Sharing.
F. Using just SetlDs is sufficient to grant row-level security.
Answer: A,B,D,E
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